LEARNING COMMUNITIES – A NATIONAL AWARD-WINNING PROGRAM

Become a member of a learning community by enrolling concurrently in a cluster of courses. In learning communities courses, at least two classes from different disciplines are combined around a common theme or central question. Professors from each discipline teach the course together, and students and professors form a community of learners. When you register for learning communities, you experience a collaborative learning environment and develop an understanding of the interrelationships of topics and disciplines.

Courses are transferable and can satisfy core or major requirements. You can search for learning communities in the e schedule by searching for “Learning Communities” under Attribute Type. For more information on learning communities: call 972.377.1662 or visit www.collin.edu/learningcomm

PRC

You’re Hired! Now What?: Workplace Communication
CRN: 15498  COURSE #1: ENGL-2311.P02  Lauryn Angel  TR  TIME COURSE #1: 10:00 – 11:15 AM
CRN: 51950  COURSE #2: SPCH-1321.P02  Diana Sage  TIME COURSE #2: 11:30 AM – 12:45 PM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 25

The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly: Texas History and Politics
CRN: 19152  COURSE #1: GOVT-2306.S03  Michael McConachie  MWF  TIME COURSE #1: 9:00-9:50 AM
CRN: 51085  COURSE #2: HIST-2301.S01  Adrienne Caughfield  TIME COURSE #2: 10:00 AM – 10:50 AM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 28

Utopia, Dystopia, and the Model Society
CRN: 19203  COURSE #1: ENGL-1301.S92  Lari Ranta  TR  TIME COURSE #1: 10:00 – 11:15 AM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 25

Life’s Journey: Navigating the Social, Cultural and Psychological Cross-Currents that Shape Us as Human Beings
CRN: 19158  COURSE #1: SOCI-1301.S11  Larry Stern  TR  TIME COURSE #1: 10:00 – 11:15 AM
CRN: 11348  COURSE #2: PSYC-2314.S05  Barbara Stern  TIME COURSE #2: 11:30 AM – 12:45 PM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 28

Deep Impact: Exploring Media Influences on Human Development
CRN: 52042  COURSE #1: TECA-1354.S01  Sharon Hirschy  MW  TIME COURSE #1: 10:00 – 11:15 AM
CRN: 52074  COURSE #2: PSYC-2314.S02  Jennifer O’Loughlin-Brooks  TIME COURSE #2: 11:30 AM – 12:45 PM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 24

Expressing Our Humanity: The Art of Creative Thinking
CRN: 51280  COURSE #1: HUMA-1301.S17  Dallie Clark  MW  TIME COURSE #1: 11:30 AM – 12:45 PM
CRN: 10583  COURSE #2: ENGL-1301.S33  Lisa Kirby  TIME COURSE #2: 1:00 PM – 2:15 PM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 25

TEKS, Tech and Test: Teaching Texas Teachers
CRN: 51951  COURSE #1: SPCH-1315.S13  Ralph Long  TR  TIME COURSE #1: 10:00 AM – 11:15 AM
CRN: 12554  COURSE #2: EDUC-1301.S02  Elaine Zweig  TIME COURSE #2: 11:30 AM – 12:45 PM
MAX ENROLLMENT: 18
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